
Thursday 13th January 2021

Literacy

This lesson will be live after the virtual registration at 
9:15am. 

Follow the Zoom link in your email.



MYFLO
Have a look at this introduction. What have I done well? 
What could I improve?

deep in the Amazon rainforest, where nature thrives and animals roam

freely there is a secret paradise like no other. As I walk around the

freshwater cove that had water as clear as diamonds, I looked around I

admired the emerald green canopy. I cud see swaying vines swinging

from moss-covered branches and rough boulders next to the glistening

water. Suddenly, I heard a strange screeching sound.



WAL: To write our setting description.
Must: Use expanded noun phrases with modifiers.
Should: Suggest a creative origin for one of the nouns.
Could: Include similes and metaphors.

I am going to 
describe this setting. 

This is a jungle.



Here is my WAGOLL. 
What are the good features of 

my setting description?

How have I structured my 
writing?

Have I used expanded noun phrases 
with modifiers? 

Have I used similes or metaphors? 

Have I suggested a way one of my 
nouns was created?

The Jungle

Deep in the Amazon rainforest, where nature thrives and animals roam freely, there is a secret
paradise like no other. As I walked around the freshwater cove that had water as clear as diamonds, I
looked around and admired the emerald green canopy. I could see swaying vines swinging from
moss-covered branches and rough boulders next to the glistening water. Suddenly, I heard a strange
screeching sound. When I looked around, there was nothing there. Even though it was a strange
noise, I still felt calm because of the beauty all around me. Smelling the sweet scents of the rainbow
flowers, I wandered over to an old tree with brittle bark. It had branches that stretched out and a
beard of moss. They say that many centuries ago, a lot warrior stumbled into the rainforest looking
for shelter. He waited and waited for help before becoming the tree. They say that this tree looks
over the jungle and protects the animals that live there. Rubbing the bark, I took one last look at the
majestic tree whilst leaving this beautiful cove.



Here is my WAGOLL. 
What are the good features of 

my setting description?

How have I structured my 
writing?

Have I used expanded noun phrases 
with modifiers? 

Have I used similes or metaphors? 

Have I suggested a way one of my 
nouns was created?

The Jungle

Deep in the Amazon rainforest, where nature thrives and animals roam freely, there is a secret
paradise like no other. As I walked around the freshwater cove that had water as clear as diamonds, I
looked around and admired the emerald green canopy. I could see swaying vines swinging from
moss-covered branches and rough boulders next to the glistening water. The waterfall was stunning.
I gazed happily at the falling pieces of glass, cascading into the cove below. Suddenly, I heard a
strange screeching sound. When I looked around, there was nothing there. Even though it was a
strange noise, I still felt calm because of the beauty all around me. Smelling the sweet scents of the
rainbow flowers, I wandered over to an old tree with brittle bark. It had branches that stretched out
and a beard of moss. They say that many centuries ago, a lost warrior stumbled into the rainforest
looking for shelter. He waited and waited for help before becoming the tree. They say that this tree
looks over the jungle and protects the animals that live there. Rubbing the bark, I took one last look
at the majestic tree whilst leaving this beautiful cove.



How will we structure our 
writing?

1. Say where you are.
2. Describe what you can see, hear, smell and feel.
3. Describe the setting whilst you walk around it.
4. Choose one of the nouns and explain how it was created (in 

the style of a Native American legend).

You can choose which setting to describe.

The jungle The seashore



The jungle

sunlight

vine

boulder

cove

foliage

waterfall

tree

roots



Seashore – what nouns can you see/hear/smell/feel?

boulder

shells

cliffs



WAL: To write our setting description.
Must: Use expanded noun phrases with 
modifiers.
Should: Suggest a creative origin for 
one of the nouns.
Could: Include similes and metaphors.

You are going to use your 
planning sheet to write 
your setting description.

Let’s have a go at 
describing the seashore 
using structure strips 

(switch to camera).

Use the structure strips!



Modify using + description

with      that

Modify using + prepositions

underneath     in between     over      

across     beside     on     near   below     

on top of     

glistening   

shimmering    

twisting   crystal 

clear   blinding    

bright   towering   

emerald  

hanging   deep   

cascading   

rough   peaceful

grainy   miserable  

crashing   forceful   

foamy  chalky bitter   

Fronted adverbials

commas


